Precedence: ROUTINE

Date: 02/23/2009

To: Sacramento

Attn: STA

From: Sacramento

Contact: IA

Approved By: IA

Drafted By: rb 054rb01.ec

Case ID #: 800H-SC-C41452-FRES (Pending) 804H-SC-C43009-B

800H-SC-C41452 (Pending) 804H-SC-C43009-B

801H-SC-C42008-S

Title: DOMAIN MANAGEMENT - FRESNO

Synopsis: Provide summary of Domain threat meeting with Fresno Criminal program personnel

Details: On 10/27/2008 Domain Management met with Fresno RA Criminal program personnel to identify the top criminal program threats, and source coverage and gaps for those threats, in the Fresno RA's area of responsibility. This summary will be utilized in the formation of Sacramento Division's Domain Assessment.
LEAD(s):
Set Lead 1: (Info)
SACRAMENTO
AT SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA
Information provided to SIA for Domain knowledge and planning purposes.
Set Lead 2: (Info)
SACRAMENTO
AT SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA
Information provided to Collection Management for intelligence awareness and planning.

UNCLASSIFIED